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Abstract: An iterative method to solve the convex feasibility problem for a finite family of convex sets is presented.
The algorithm consists in the application of a generalization of an acceleration procedure introduced by De Pierro, in
a parallel version of the Subgradient Projections Method proposed by Censor and Lent. The generated sequence is
shown to converge for any starting point. Some numerical results are presented.
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1. Introduction
Let Q be a closed convex subset of [w n and let g,: [w a -+ 08, i = 1,. . . , m be convex functions.
It is considered the computation of a solution x* for the system of convex inequalities:
XEQ,  g,(x)<O,  i=l,..., m .
This problem is known as the Convex Feasibility Problem and arises in different fields, for
example, in the series expansion approach to image reconstruction from projections (see [2]). L t
S be denoted the solution set, i.e.,
S= {x~Q/g~(x)<O, i=l,..., m}.
Gubin et al. [8] have proposed a generalization of Kaczmarz method [9], calle the Successive
Orthogonal Projections method, to solve this problem.
Kaczmarz’s method and its generalizations, called by Censor [l] Row-Action Methods, make
no changes in the original system, perform no operation on the system as a whole, and require
access to only one component at a time. These are the reasons why the storage requirements for
these methods are very low, in comparison with traditional methods.
For the linear case, Censor and Elfving [3] have developed an algorithm, which is an extension
of the Cimmino’s method [5] for linear equalities, where each iterate is reflected on all the
hyperplanes and the new iterate is on the line determined by the previous iterate and a convex
combination of the projections. De Pierro and Iusem [7] have extended these algorithms along
the lines of Gubin et al., i.e., by considering general convex sets in a Hilbert space instead of
hyperplanes or half-spaces.
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Censor and Lent [4] have proposed a method where the orthogonal projection in the convex
sets is replaced by the projection of the (sub)gradient. This method eliminates the solution, at
each step, of a ~~~~~di~~ minimization problem associated with the projection onto the current
set.
On the other hand, some authors have incorporated acceleration procedures in order to
improve the speed of convergence of different row-actions methods (see for example [10,14]).In
this paper a version of the Censor and Lent’s method is accelerated based on the lines of De
Pierro and Iusem, i.e., by taking convex combinations of the approximated projections and using
a generalization of the scheme introduced by De Pierro [6] for linear systems. The idea of the
acceleration is simple: given two consecutives iterates xK and x: Ktl, the accelerated iterate is an
approximation to the point on the line { xK, xK+i}, which is closest to the solution.
In Section 2 of this paper some introductory results are given. In Section 3 the Censor and
Lent’s method using parallel projections, i.e., convex combinations of the (sub)gradient projec-
tions, is presented. The De Pierro’s scheme of acceleration for parallel projections in the linear
case is applied in Section 4. The new method and convergence theorem are presented in Section
5. Section 6 presents some numerical experiences.
Finally, in Section 7 some conclusions are stated and the lines for future research are
suggested.
2. Preliminaries
In this section some notations are presented and some basic results, which will be used later,
are given.
2.1. Orthogonal projection
Given a set Q c IR” and a point x E R”, P,(X) will denote the orthogonal projection of x
onto Q, i.e., a point for which
where ]I . 11 denotes the Euclidian norm in R”.
If Q is non-empty and closed then P,(x) always exists. In addition, if Q is also convex then
P,(X) is uniquely determined by X. The projection operator is non-expansive, i.e..
/I P&x) - &(Y> /I < II x -Y II for every x, Y E W.
2.2. S&gradients
A vector t E R” is said to be a subgradient of a convex function g at a point y if
(t ,  x-y} <g(x)-g(y) for every xER” (( . , a) denote the inner product in IR “). This
inequality is referred to as the subgradient inequality. If g is differentiable at y then its gradient
vg(y) is the unique subgradient of g at y. A convex function always has a subgradient. The set
of all subgradients of g at y is denoted by i3g(y).
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2.3. Kinks
The function g’(x) obtained from a given real valued function g(x), defined on R” via the
operator g’(x) = max{ 0, g(x)}, is called the kink of g. If g(x) is convex then gf( x) is convex
and min g’(x) = 0. It is always true that { x E IF8 “/g( x) 6 0} = {x E R’ “/g’( x) = O}.
3. A parallel subgradient projections method
The Censor and Lent’s method, called cyclic subgradient projections method (CSP), is an
iterative method which uses the convex sets one at a time in each iterative step, where is required
(sub)gradient calculation of the particular convex function taken up and does not rely on
orthogonal projections onto the convex sets described by the convex inequalities. The idea is as
follows:
Given the iterate xk, the CSP method makes a move from xk in the direction of the negative
(sub)gradient of gik (the function taken up in this step) at the point xk itself. Such a move might
be ‘less efficient’ than an orthogonal projection in terms of rate of convergence of the whole
process, but is enables us to replace the subsidiary minimization problems by (sub)gradient
calculations (see Fig. 1). The functions are taken up in a cyclic way.
In a first adaptation, in each iteration is applied the CSP method for all the convex sets and
the new iterative lies on the half line defined by the previous one and a convex combination
(with fixed coe rcients) of these approximated projections. The location on the line beingff’ ’
determined by a relaxation parameter. This method was called Parallel Subgradient Projections
Method (PSP) (for more details see Santos [13]). The typical step is:
X k+l = xk _ akFl ‘i ‘;-(T’) t,”
tk
I
i
Fig. 1. The CSP method.
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-dl,x>=bl
/
Fig. 2. The acceleration procedure.
where tk E a$(.~~),  { (Y~}:=~ is a sequence of relaxation parameters confined into the interval
(0, 2) and 0 < A, < 1, i = 1,. . . , m with Cy=th,  = 1.
Note that if it is possible the use of parallel computation (see [12]) a iteration of the PSP
method is equivalent, in computer time, to a projection in the CSP method.
4. Acceleration procedure
Here the scheme of acceleration, introduced by De Pierro, is applied, to the Cimmino’s
method. Let x be the iterate in some step and the projections of x onto all the hyperplanes
(a,, x) = bj, i = 1,. . . , m, be calculated:
xi=x-u,a-1) i=l,...,m
with
u, = ((ai  X> - bi)/lI  a, I I  *-
Let X be a convex combination of the xi’s, X = C~!IX,x, with 0 < Xi < 1 and CyEIXi  = 1.
The accelerate iterate y, is the point on the line [x, X] closest to the solution x* (see Fig. 2,
for the case m = 2), i.e.,
y=x+y(x-x), yE[w
and
cx* -y,x-x)=0
(we suppose nonsingularity).
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Then,
(x* -y, X-x) = (x* - x - y ( x - x ) ,  X - x )
= cx* - x ,  x-x)y~lx-xl12=o.
So,
y=(x* - x, x - x)/II x - x II*.
Now,
x - x = 5 hiX, - x = g hj(X, - x) = f hi( -U,U;)
i=l i=l i=l
=  g Xiuia, =  - 5 wia, =  -A=W
i=l i=l
where
Wl
AT= [ a , . . . ~ , ]  a n d  W =  i
i I
with wi = X,u,.
wnl
Therefore,
(x* -x, X - x ) = ( x * - x ,  -ATW)=(Ax-Ax*,  W )
=(Ax-b,  W)
where b,b= : .IIi
This implies that
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and introducing a relaxation parameter (Y, confined into the interval (0, 2), we have
y=x+Ly(),-x)
or
Now, the expression of 7 for the nonlinear case applying the PSP is generalized.
It is known that g(x) G 0 is equal to g’(x) = 0. Then,
v=(G+(x),  W),‘l(X-XI/*
where
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with
Wi=~+(X)/IIti112~ t,Eag’(x).
Denoting
,8 = (G+(x), IV) = f g,“(x)w;  = f Ai ‘fii;!“,
i=l i=l !
5. The PSP method with acceleration
At the present moment the basic
(abbreviated by PSPA) is presented:
Algorithm
Initialization: x0 E Q is arbitrary.
Typical step: xk+’ = Pe(lkf’), where
ideas have been introduced. Therefore the new method
X"k+1= Xk - %Jw?ll Uk II 2,
P/c=  ~~~~i(g~(x”))2//(t~l12,
ilk=  ,~~~igi(xk)/l~r*llIt~
where tk E ag’(xk), 0 < A, < 1, i = 1,. . ., m, Cy&h, = 1, and c1 d (Yk d 2 - c2, Vk G 0, for some
Cl, E.2 > 0.
Theorem. Ifforalli=I,...,m, gi( x) are continuous and convex functions on R “, Q _C R ” is a
closed and convex set, S Z 0, and for some 2 E S there is a constant K = (2) such that II t II < K
for all tECIgjt(x) for all i= l,...,m and for all XEQ for which Ijx-Z\j G IIx”--211 (this
assumption will be referred to as ‘the uniform boundedness of the subgradients ‘), then the sequence
( x k > , produced by the PSPA method, converges to a solution of the convex feasibility problem, i.e.,
xk+x* ES.
Proof. (1) First, it is shown that 11 xk - x II f II xk+’ - x 11 for all x E S. For any given x E S and
denoting
yk = akflk/ll Uk II 2~
II x k + l -x112=/IP~(~k+1)-x112$  I/~k+1-X112=~IXk-~kvk--~~2
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because x = P,(x) (since x E Q) and the projection operator is non-expansive. Now,
II x‘+l - x ]I 2 < I] xk - x ]] 2 + $ I] Uk ]] 2 - 2,$( Uk, xk - x)
and,
From the subgradient inequality and taking into account the fact that g:(x) = 0 for x E S, it
is obtained
g’b”)’
II x k+1-X112<  llXk- x II 2 + Y: II vk II 2 - 2Y/c f Ai
i=l IIfflj2
4&z a,P,’ P,”= I/xk-xli2+~-2y*= I~xk-XI12+(a:-2ak)(IUk
From the fact that (Ye E [er, 2 - ~~1, for all k >, 0 we get
II x k+l -x ll 2 < ll Xk - x 11 2 - qc,p,‘/q  Uk Il 2. (1)
Then,
II x ktl _ XII < /xk-xII forall xES.
(2) Now, it is shown that lim g,?( xk) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . , m.
For x E S the sequence { (( x k - x (I} is monotonically decreasing, therefore
lim ]]xk-x\] =d, s a y .
k-cc
This implies at once, via (l), that
lim Pk/]] uk ]I = 0
k-rw
Now,
Denoting w: = g’(xk>/ll tk 112 0, we iset
Taking the limits as k -+ co we conclude that
(2)
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and it is easy to show that this implies
iL% a:= jl% g~(x”)/llt~ll =O, i= l,..., m.
Let 2 be the point whose existence is assumed in the assumption of the uniform boundedness
of the subgradients. Let
s,A (XEQl 1)x-?\// < /)xO-Z\/i} (3)
then xk E S: for every k >, 0, because 2 E S, xk E Q and by repeated application of (1). Then
11 t,f 11 < K, from which
>m, g+(xk)=O forall i=l,...,m. (4
follows.
(3) Finally, it is proved that lim,~ mx k =x * E S. Since { xk } c &, which is a compact set,
any convergent subsequence of { xk } must satisfy, because Q is closed,
lim xk*l=x* E Q.
m-m
For every i = 1,. _. , m (4) holds for this subsequence, so, by continuity of g,?, g’(x*) = 0,
which proves that x * E S.
In (2) it was showed that
lim IIxk-x*II =d,
k-m
but now it is known that
lim Ilxkm-x*(l =O.
m+oo
Thus, lim, _ m 11 xk - x * II = 0, and the proof is complete.0
6. Numerical experiments
The methods CSP, PSP and PSPA were tested for a number of classical functions (see More et
all [ll]) and were performed in computer PDP-10, in Fortra source code. The algorithms stop
when g,?(x) 6 c for all i = 1, . . . , m. For c it was chased the value 10p4.
The test functions were the following:
(1) Freudenstein and Roth function (non co uex). n = 2, m = 2,
gl(x) = -13 + xi + ((5 - x*)x2 - 2)x,,
g2(x) = -29 + xi + ((x2 + 1)x, - 14)x,.
Case I: x0 = (10, 4),
Case II: x0 = (100, 40),
Case III: x0 = (1000, 400).
The results are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
Case (yk CPS PSP (1) PSP (2) PSPA {l} PSPA (2)
I 0.5 300,* 300,* 300,* 300,* 300,*
1.0 300, * 300, * 300,* 300, * 300, *
1.5 235,470 300,* 300,* 300, * 300, *
II 0.5 300, * 300, * 300, * 141,200 179,254
1.0 300, * 300, * 300, * 26,33 300, *
1.5 300, * 300, * 300, * 300, * 28,36
III 0.5 300, * 300, * 300, * 300, * 300, *
1.0 300, * 300, * 300, * 233,303 300, *
1.5 45,58 300, * 300, * 14, 16 300, *
(2) Modified Jennrichand Sampson function. n = 2, m = 10,
g,(x) = exp( ixl) + exp(ix,) - 2i - 2.
Case I: x0 = (3, 4),
Case II: x0 = (30, 40),
Case III: x0 = (300, 400).
The results are presented in Table 2.
(3) Powell singular junction. n = 4, m = 4,
g1(x> =x1 + 10x,, g2(xI = Js(xY3 - xA
g3Cx) = (x2 - 2x,j2, g&x) = Jlo(x, -x4)2.
Case I: x0 = (3, - 1, 0, l),
Case II: x0 = (30, - 10, 0, lo),
Case III: x0 = (300, -100, 0, 100).
The results are presented in Table 3.
Table 2
Case CPS PSP { 1) PSP { 2) PSPA (1) PSPA (2)
I 0.5
1.0
1.5
II 0.5
1.0
1.5 .
III 0.5
1.0
1.5
1, 8 25,105 200, * 9, 84
1, 5 8, 52 31,75 5, 47
1, 3 5, 46 5, 45 5, 45
5, 48 34,196 19,183 200, *
5, 42 8, 78 7, 69 67,660
4, 37 5, 43 5, 46 45,448
41,408 200, *
40,400 44,438
40,396 29,283
91,897 200, *
44,437 200, *
29,286 200, *
9, 83*
5, 47
5,44
200, *
67,669
44,440
200, *
200, *
200, *
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Table 3
Case ak CPS PSP (1) PSP (2) PSPA (1) PSPA (2)
I 0.5 19,32 15,137 135,241 22,40 24,43
1.0 9, 17 36,66 200, * 9, 17 20, 34
1.5 6, 11 23,42 33,60 5, 9 I, 11
II 0.5 30, 57 109,188 185,345 30,53 32,59
1.0 14,28 53,92 200, * 14,25 22. 39
1.5 8, 16 36,62 95,181 7, 14 9, 15
III 0.5 40, 80 157, 309 200, * 37,74 40,75
1.0 19,38 78,152 200, * 16,32 32,60
1.5 11,21 51,99 200, * 9,17 21,38
(4) Modified Wood function. n = 4, m = 6,
81(x) = qx: - x2), g*(x)  = Xl - 1, g3c-4  =  rn(4 -x4),
g4b) =x3 - 1, g&) =  rn(2 - x2 - xq), g&I =  +x4 - -4
Case I: x0 = (3, -1, 3, -l),
Case II: x0 = (30, - 10, 30, - lo),
Case III: x0 = (300, - 100, 300, - 100).
The results are presented in Table 4.
(5) Modified Extended Rosenbrock function. n = 10, m = 10,
g,;_,(x) = 10(x,2;-1 - XZi),
g,j(x)=l-xzi_l, i=1,...,5
Case I: x0 = ([,) where [2r_1 = -1.2 and tzi = 1, i = l,..., 5,
Case II: x0 = (lOtj),
Case III: x0 = (lOOti).
The results are presented in Table 5.
Table 4
Case CPS PSP (1) PSP (2) PSPA (1) PSPA (2)
I 0.5 17,31 130,234 200, * 19,39 21,42
1.0 1, 5 62,108 200, * 3, 9 5, 16
1.5 173 40,68 27,95 2,6 2, 6
II 0.5 19,43 148,328 200, * 23,59 22,57
1.0 1, 5 71,151 153,257 4, 14 6, 19
1.5 1, 5 45,93 200, * 3, 10 10, 35
III 0.5 23,55 176,392 200, * 27,67 48,141
1.0 L5 84,182 77,233 6, 24 6, 22
1.5 3, 9 54,114 72, 170 4, 12 4, 11
Table 5
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Case OLk
I 0.5
CPS
15,80
PSP (1)
100, *
PSP (2)
100, *
PSPA (1) PSPA (2)
1.0 1, 10 95,480 100, *
1.5 2, 20 62,315 100, *
II 0.5 17,95 loo,* 100, *
1.0 1, 10 100, * 100, *
1.5 2, 15 71,385 100, *
III 0.5 20,115 100, * 100, *
1.0 1, 10 100, * 100, *
1.5 2, 15 82,465 100, *
15, 80 20,63
2, 15 5, 24
3, 20 5, 25
18,105 21,58
2, 15 4, 20
2, 15 4, 20
22,135 26,78
3, 25 7, 29
3, 20 4, 19
(6) Modified Broyden Tridiagonal function. n = 10, m = 10,
g,(x) = (2x, - 3)xj + x;_~ + 2~,+~ - 1 with x0 = x,+~ = 0.
Case I: x0=(-l,...,-l),
Case II: x0 = (- 10,. . . , -lo),
Case III: x0 = ( - 100,. . . , - 100).
The results are presented in Table 6.
(7) Penalty function I. n = 10,m = 11,
g;(x)=&(x,-l), l<i<n,
g,+,(x) = ( ilx,f] - $ with a= lo-‘.
CaseI: x0=(1,2 ,..., 9, lo),
Case II: x0 = (10, 20,. . ,90, loo),
Case III: x0 = (100, 200,. . . ,900, 1000).
The results are presented in Table 7.
Table 6
Case ak CPS PSP {l} PSP (2) PSPA (1) PSPA {2)
I 0.5 64,624 100, * 100, * 37,310 46,289
1.0 21, 200 100, * 100, * 35,196 22, 89
1.5 10,47 100, * 100, * 7, 33 11, 4
II 0.5 79,766 100, * 100, * 39,346 56,192
1.0 26,253 100, * 100, * 34,190 32,96
1.5 11,63 100, * 100, * 8, 41 9, 38
III 0.5 88, 849 100, * 100, * 48,420 84, 243
1.0 30,285 100, * 100, * 27,164 81, 293
1.5 13, 81 100, * 100, * 9, 57 29,137
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Table 7
Case
I
II
III
ak CPS
0.5 18, 90
1.0 9, 45
1.5 6, 33
0.5 198,108O
1.0 99,540
1.5 66,363
0.5 200,*
1.0 200, *
1.5 200, *
PSP {l}
198,990
99,945
66,333
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
PSP  (2)
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
200, *
PSPA  (1) PSPA (2)
18,90 34,136
9,45 20,68
6, 33 11,48
198,108O
99,540
66,363
200,  *
200, *
200, *
200, *
173,722
141,573
200, *
200, *
200, *
(8) Variable dimensioned function, n = 10, m 2
gi(x)=xi-1, l<iin,
Case I: x0 = (0.9,0.8,. . ,O.l, 0),
Case II: x0 = (9, 8,.  . ,I, O),
Case III: x0 = (90, 80 ,..., 10, 0).
The results are presented in Table 8.
The pair k, p means that the method converged in k iterations and p projections were
computed; the pair k, *means that the method have not converged in k iteratio s. The number
(I) indicates that the coefficients in the convex combination are equal and { 2) indicates that
they are differents (random generation).
Remark. For the CPS method one iteration corresponds to a complete cycle, i.e., m approxi-
mated projections,
Table 8
Case CPS PSP {1} PSP (2) PSPA (1) PSPA (2)
I 0.5 12,77 188,1117 200, * 20,161 47,216
1.0 1, 10 91,533 200, * 3, 35 26,109
1.5 3, 13 58,339 200, * 4, 15 33,152
II 0.5 200, * 200,* 200, * 200, * 200, *
1.0 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, *
1.5 200,  * 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, *
III 0.5 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, *
1.0 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, * 2.00,  *
1.5 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, * 200, *
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7. Conclusions
The methods introduced in this work, PSP and PSPA, are new methods to solve iteratively the
convex feasibility problem.
It may be conclude that:
(1) The PSP method is less efficient than the CSP method. It is because that the speed of
convergence of the PSP method is very low when the number of violated restrictions ( g+ ( xk) > 0)
is small.
(2) The convex combination with equal coefficients is more efficient in the PSP method, while
in the accelerated version a defined conclusion does not exist.
(3) The generalization of the scheme of acceleration really improves the speed of convergence
of the PSP method.
(4) The methods are more efficient for values of (Yk > 1, since we are working with inequalities.
Comparing the number of iterations in the PSPA method with the number of projections in
the CSP method, it was noted that the first is more efficient when parallel computation is
possible, since the calculus of the terms of ,8k and vk may be evaluated at the same time, i.e., in
parallel.
Other advantages of the methods are:
(1) No minimization problems need to be solved at each step, due to the use of subgradient
projections.
(2) The computational implementation is easy, and its storage requirements are very low.
The numerical experiences show that the PSPA method is a potentially powerful tool under
the parallel computation context.
Further research is necessary in order to specify an appropriate way for choosing the
relaxation parameter (Y . The main advantage of its introducing is to show that the determination
of the acceleration step does not need to be very accurate. A direct consequence of this fact is the
possible consideration of alternative formula for the acceleration step.
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